Career day comes to campus

Ken Thorne

Staff Writer

The Women's Center at Highline Community College will offer a free seminar entitled "Women As Leaders In The Workplace," Sunday, Nov. 14. Unlike last year's Career Fair, this year's program is combining non-traditional career ideas as well as survival skills for women in the workplace.

The event will begin at 10 a.m. in Seminar Room 2 on the West Campus. The registration fee is $20 per person. A meal will be served following the workshops.

The workshops will cover the topics of "Women As Leaders in Their Fields," "Entrepreneurism: the transition from home to work," "Women in Non-Traditional Careers," "Women in Business" and "Women in the Workplace: Challenges and Opportunities."

The workshops will include keynote speaker Dr. Peggy Jones, dean of the College of Business at the University of Washington. She will discuss "Women in Business: Challenges and Opportunities." The workshops will also feature sessions led by business leaders and experts in the field.

The seminar is open to both women and men, and registration is required. For more information, call the Women's Center at 278-3808 or visit the Women's Center website at www.highline.edu/womenscenter.

After winning out of the pole vault event in the College's student-track meet, Sue Haney, a sophomore at Highline Community College, is looking forward to the upcoming season. She recently began practicing with the track team and is excited about the upcoming season. "I'm looking forward to the season," she said. "I'm really excited about being a part of a team and working towards a common goal."
HCC will stand up to earthquake

Paige Kemigan
SCENE EDITOR

The tragedy which struck San Francisco could strike the Seattle area in the near future. This earthquake could have the same power or more than the 7.1 which hit the bay area.

Western Washington is particularly vulnerable to earthquakes, in the past there have been damaging earthquakes in the Puget Sound area. On April 21, 1965, an earthquake registering 6.5 on the Richter scale hit the Seattle-Tacoma area. Causing an estimated $50 million in damages.

If an earthquake hit the HCC area, it would cause major structural damage to older buildings.

The school itself has had three upgrades since its beginning in 1964. The newest buildings 23, 25 and 26, will hold up better because they've been designed under the newest codes.

The pavilion would hold up because of its geodesic design, which gives it stability and the ability to withstand lateral force.

The overhangs are made of sturdy concrete, the same materials used for the buildings themselves. They should be able to stand up under a quake of seven or below.

"When we built these buildings we designed them to withstand earthquakes, but we learned more and more in our construction in our design," said Robin Fritchman, director of Facilities and Operations.

Safety is a main concern. The Highline College EMERGENCY procedures manual tells you to keep calm. Do not run or panic. Remain where you are.

"At a nine I would suggest there would be no safe place in a building. At a five or six probably the safest place would be right under a doorway," said Fritchman.

The most unsafe place would be right outside the building were anything that falls off the building or falls over would hit you.

HCC is authorized to permit the Red Cross to use school buildings, grounds and equipment for shelters. The cafeteria would be used to feed the homeless.

A year ago, the administration at HCC was extremely interested in information related to earthquakes. Fritchman commissioned an engineering firm, Mackenzie-Saini and Associates, to evaluate HCC's situation this past summer. The engineering firm identified no single worry but recommended further engineering studies of the older buildings.

"My understanding is if it (earthquake) were in the nines, probably everything is either coming down or is going to," said Robin Fritchman.

This school is really weird

Students look for pay raise

Shannon Burke
STAFF WRITER

Two items on the October agenda of Highline Community College's Student Affairs Committee were pertinent to students: the free Thursday noon hour and the student pay rate.

HCC set up the free Thursday noon hour several years ago in order to allow students to attend club and other group meetings on campus on Thursdays. Twelve o'clock classes meet for 62 minutes the other four days of the week.

Unfortunately, not all of the departments agreed to the practice because "they felt they couldn't afford to miss class once a week," one board member stated.

The council wants to determine whether the free Thursdays are of value. If the council votes yes, all of the divisions on campus will meet only four days a week.

"It died a natural death, and is now up to the college to give it a decent burial before it smells," said Michael Gniblak, HCC dean of students.

"The cement overhangs, like this one on Building 6, should hold up during an earthquake."
Students learn about death and dying

RaeJean Hasenseelh
STAFF WRITER

"We're going to make move to the 'two-minute death-think,'" says Dr. Robert Baugher to his abnormal psychology class. He asks the students to think about the aspects of death for two minutes and then record the things that come to mind about this feared subject.

The two minutes begin. The first thing to cross my mind is my friend Jody and the loss of her mother after Jody and I had graduated from high school. I then think of Jody's second loss: her unborn child. I remember the pain in her eyes and the talk of something not to be talked about. "Many people are scared about talking about death because they think talking about death will bring it closer," says Baugher. If this were true, he lectured, he should probably be dead by now since he has been teaching students about death for many years.

Baugher, who teaches a class on life and death at Tigilwane Community College, also teaches students in his other psychology classes about coping with death in order to help them understand that the feelings associated with death and the emotions experienced by bereaved persons are part of a natural response pattern in humans.

In Baugher's booklet, "A Guide for the Survivor Who Has Lost a Loved One Through Death," co-authored by Marc Calija, a list of reactions, suggestions, and steps for coping with grief are given. Baugher also lectures on the fear of death and coping with death in his classes at HCC and at various organizations, including Compassionate Friends, an organization that helps families and siblings who have lost loved ones.

The fear of death may be directly associated with grief, the emotional response one feels when suffering from a loss. According to Baugher, there are many behavioral and physical changes which may take place when someone grieves. These include crying, anxiety, agitation, restlessness, muscular weakness, and sleep disturbance. These symptoms are all painful but are part of a normal recovery process.

There is no orderly succession of stages through which all feelings of grief must pass. Grief takes many forms. It is a complex and complicated form than many realize. However, many phases are observed enough to be recognized as common after the death of a loved one. Often the first reactions revolve around shock, numbness, and disbelief. Shock is a natural response to death. It is the brain's way of insulating you against the full impact of a loss.

'Dental may also take place, usually as a temporary defense soon after replaced with partial acceptance of the loss. Number one intention to intense suffering and anger, leaving the grieving person with a sense of emptiness. Thoughts and dreams that serve as reminders of the deceased add to the pain but also aid in the recovery process.

For many, attending a funeral service and viewing the lifeless body of a loved one can be frightening and upsetting. But many grief counselors suggest that viewing the body provides one with an additional memory of the loved one.

continued on page 12

Federal Way finds an identity with Flag City

Leslie Price
STAFF WRITER

By July 1990 Federal Way will have a new community identity: Flag City U.S.A. Federal Way Soroptimist Lynne Schow is credited with the Flag City concept. It will involve American Flags being displayed everywhere in the community.

For years there have been suggestions and attempts by various local groups and individuals to change the name of Federal Way to something reflective of the Northwest. However, a name change would probably be extremely time consuming and difficult. This was illustrated when Empire Way was changed to Martin Luther King Way.

President of Federal Way's Chamber of Commerce Curiee Gustin encouraged Schow to pursue her Flag City concept, giving Federal Way a community identity.

The Flag City proposal will put 50 U.S. flags flying from 30-foot lighted poles, interspersed evenly along both sides of West Campus Way S.W. from First Avenue S. for about one-half mile. Under each American flag will be a state flag.

The governors of each state will be invited to the official flag raising ceremony," says Gustin. Local businesses, organizations and residents will be encouraged to display flags to promote Federal Way as Flag City U.S.A.

The completion time for this project will be around July 1990 and will coincide with the Goodwill Games.

The Soroptimists, a professional women's association, and the Chamber of Commerce will work with the Goodwill Games Commission for displaying the U.S. flag and flags from countries attending the games.

The costs and installation fees of the original 50 flags and poles at the West Campus location will be funded by the Soroptimists. Business organizations and residents will be responsible for their own costs. However, by organizing sales and installations, the Soroptimists and the Chamber of Commerce will be able to cut costs dramatically.

The Advisory Committee on the proposal has yet to meet, according to Gustin. She anticipates the proposal will pass without any problems. The group will then formally present Flag City U.S.A. to the public.
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Fighting on the home front
The war on drugs needs a new direction

Craig Snyder
STAFF WRITER

The drug war is at full strength in America and other countries which have a direct relationship with the supply and demand of illegal drugs. The United States is fighting this war on one front in Columbia, Peru, and other drug-producing countries. Is this fight a legitimate action by President Bush to decrease drug use and obtain peace in our communities?

A war is defined in Webster’s New World Dictionary as being a struggle between opposing forces for a particular end. In evaluating the forces involved, it would seem clear that one side of this battle is the drug users. Finding the opposition to these users is a simple task. Who doesn’t want them to take drugs? The government. Is it the government of America versus the citizens of America?

Legalization is not a consideration in Bush’s new drug policy, and rightfully so. Even though the arguments for drug legalization are popular on the campus of Evergreen State College, I think our society is doing a good enough job of destroying the future of our kids without the aid of drugs.

If we picture this drug war happening as a boxing ring, we would not see the U.S. government in the far corner and the drug users in the near corner. The bell rings and the fighters come out punching. But wait. Over on the ring side is Don King, wagging on the fight itself and not on our fighters.

Playing the part of Don King is the Columbian Drug Cartel. The members of this cartel are reaping the benefits from selling their products in the U.S. citizens. President Bush’s method of fighting this front of the war is to pour money and military power into the countries of the cartel. For what reason? If George Bush wants to stop the use of drugs in the United States, he should fight this war in the U.S. only and not use the war on drugs as an excuse for his bozo foreign policy.

It seems we are headed in the right direction in Washington State. The drug offender inmate population has increased 94% over the last year. Governor Gardner is proposing a prison expansion program to accommodate the drug criminals. This program would cost $92 million over six years and would make room for 3,081 more prisoners. This increase of drug prosecution is credited to William Bennett, the new Drug Czar. Bennett has taken his powers as a leader in this fight against drugs, and transferred it so the individuals in this nation that have the ability to do something with it. However, there are still improvements that can be made. For example, there are only two states in this nation which prosecute drug additives for using drugs.

The resources being used by Bush in foreign countries to control the drug situation in the United States is a waste. These resources should be aimed at the cities of the U.S. where the real war is being fought.
to search for survivors. The boss at the end of the table scowled. "If you don't like the sales report," he boomed, "change it, don't just leave." Slamming his fist on the table he gestured the 13 ashtrays, sending up several plumes of cinders. The others snorted their approval, each issuing forth two steady streams of smoldering nose hair.

I wanted to be anywhere else. Surely there is a place in society where those who wish to kill themselves by inhaling carcinogens do so in the confines of their own twisted environment. A place where the air is clean, both inside and outside the walls of the office.

People, (yes, even Marty) are entitled to kill themselves in the way they see fit. We are all blessed with the God-given, unalienable right to the pursuit of what trivial happiness we can find on this earth. If that means an occasional puff on a pesticide-ridden weed, so be it. Unfortunately, the right to swing your arm ends at my nose (as does the smoke billowing from your joint).

My health should not be affected from the second-hand smoke spewing from the nostrils of Mr. Pierce fuming and frowning the fine fragrant air in any restricted area. Granted, the society as a whole has been taking a few appropriate steps to ensure the relative safety of those who have chosen not to divulge in the dirty drill. Most institutions have established smoking and non-smoking sections. As of Nov. 1, all domestic flights within the continental United States will be clean as a pressurized cabin can be. No smoking, taking or otherwise polluting the air. Makes you almost believe a sigh of relief.

But the battle is not over yet. Back room deals at the national political convention are still said to be "smoke filled." There are still a few restaurants and bars who refuse to cater to those who prefer to see the only smoke coming from the barbeque sauce. And if you plan to enjoy fresh air on a trans-atlantic flight, good luck. The blessing of smokeless air is not a cultural guarantee.

So, Marty, in the final analysis, if you are found to be smoking in a public place, we will assume you are on fire, and for the health and safety of all of those present, you will be hastily put out.

They're my lungs!

Marty Pierce

Managing Editor

I'm a second-class citizen. Why? Because I smoke. At school I'm forced to stand outside in the cold winter weather to catch a puff. In restaurants I am forced to sit in dingy corners and endure the dirty looks of the prudes in the non-smoking section. This summer on a return flight from Washington, D.C., I wasn't allowed to smoke at all! No cigarettes for almost seven hours!

If that's not cruel and unusual punishment then I don't know what it is. "Have a pleasant flight," my ass! I'm tired of being persecuted because I want to pollute my own lungs. "But you're polluting everybody else's air space!" whines my semiliterate, pre-pubescent colleague Dave Wellington. Ask me if I care, Dave. It's a free country; if you don't want to breathe my smoke go stand out in the cold winter weather. I'll finish my cigarettes.

Better yet, start smoking while you're still young. There's nothing like waking up in the morning and spending the first 15 minutes of your day coughing up phlegm. Two dollars a day for smoke is a small price to pay. More importantly women love cigarette breath, not that you could ever get a date anyway, Dave. Unfortunately the world is not a perfect place and things will get worse for the few loyal nicotine freaks. I shudder to think of the future of smoking in America. Not only will we not be able to smoke in public buildings, or use non-smoking cities. "Welcome to Seattle, thank you for not smoking." Smoking will eventually be outlawed and we will have to buy our cancer-causing in the black market. Cigarette pushers will make more than crock dealers.

Thanks, Dave, for scrapping up everything for us. Thanks for screwing up the future for all of us! Oh well. I'll probably die of lung cancer before then anyway.

Wasting water warrants reconsideration

Rita Bailie

Staff Writer

Having been born on the dry plains of Montana, I am acutely aware of water. My dad followed construction and we often arrived in the middle of nowhere to live while dad helped build a dam, a school, or a railroad bridge. Among the many amenities we didn't have was water. It was hauled in by truck, once a week, measured out and paid for. A tub of water was used to bathe us four kids; that same water was boiled for drinking, and we used to wash our clothes. This is how we conserve water. It was precious.

Decades later, Americans have become squeaky clean and we use lots of water to stay that way. That's a problem. With the population we have now and plenty of rain, we can get by. But Seattle is ranked the most livable city in the United States and our economy is booming. According to Gov. Booth Gardner's State of the Environment study, by 2010 Washington may be home to 1.4 million more people in King, Pierce, Snohomish, and Thurston counties. We will need to find new water supplies or learn to conserve. Conservation is the cheaper approach.

5 percent of toilet water is lost through leaks

Larry Jones of the Metro Water Pollution Control Department says that per-person, per-day consumption is 759 gallons in a non-conserving household. In a conserving household — one with 3.5-gallon toilets and low-flow shower and faucet heads — it is 57.1 gallons. These figures account only for indoor usage, according to a June 1994 report by Brown Caldwell Conservation Engineers.

Jones says people have bad water habits, like using the toilet instead of a waste basket as a waste receptacle; taking long, hot showers; and leaving the faucet running while doing dishes, brushing teeth and shaving. They also run water and clothes-washers when they aren't full. He says 5 percent of toilet water is lost through leaks — 1.3 gallons a day per person.

All that indoor water makes an even more resounding flow for which Metro is responsible. Hundreds of millions of dollars have to be spent to build new treatment facilities or expand old ones. Jones says people scream about the cost, but they are responsible for Metro having to expand.

If one family's water consumption is multiplied by millions of similar households in the Northwest, and 1.4 million people are added by 2010, ample rainfall isn't enough.

Changes are in the works. We may eventually use greywater — shower and sink wastewater — to flush our toilets. Many problems with that idea have to be worked out first. Old toilets use from five to eight gallons per flush. Most are the 5-gallon models. Seattle's current building codes call for 3.5-gallon models. The state's legislative is looking at a bill that would make 1.6-gallon models a requirement by 1993. Bob Hutchinson, King Building official, says the National Plumbing Products Efficiency Act is being introduced to make the 1.6-gallon model mandatory. If passed as is, the act would mandate that we install the 1.6-gallon models nationally in all homes. Hutchinson says the new models won't work on all existing plumbing systems. There could be flow problems.
What's it really like in

RUSSIA

Two highline volleyball players traveled to the Soviet Union to compete in a volleyball tournament this summer. The best part, they say, was coming home.

Patti Rathbun

STAFF WRITER

A volleyball tour of Russia—opportunity for personal growth through exposure to diverse cultures; a chance for a better understanding of history; a time to interact with other people and to participate in sporting activities.

Shannon Burke and Tammy Carroll, Highline Community College volleyball players, had the chance to experience such a trip for two weeks last summer as members of the Evergreen Regional Team of the United States Volleyball Association.

"I'm glad I went. I learned a lot," said Burke.

The way people acted and dressed was so different. I mean, we're all on the same planet, but we're so different.

Carroll found the biggest difference between Russia and the United States to be the lack of class structure in Russia. There were no bosses, only apartment complexes.

"There were no upper, middle, or lower classes. The people were all the same," she said.

Burke and Carroll found colors that people wore in Russia to be "blah and bland" and the people to be sometimes impolite.

While walking down the street in Moscow, a woman with high heels stepped on Burke's sandaled foot. "She didn't even say 'I'm sorry','" Burke said. "They just didn't seem to think about being rude." Carroll said.

Before the trip, Russia meant a land of curfews, restrictions to Burke. The only real restrictions she encountered on the trip were at the sites where flash bulbs could not be used or people were not allowed to touch exhibits.

"The Russians were really good," said Burke. "But it was almost a put-down. They were older women who played together for years. It seemed unfair. The U.S. team hadn't played together before the tour. We did our best.

When the team wasn't practicing, the days were spent shopping at a Beriozka, or tourist shop, reserved than the Americans.

"They didn't seem to know how to react," Carroll said.

Students learn more than just volleyball in the Soviet Union

The tournament was won by the Russian team. "The Russians were really good," said Burke. "But it was almost a put-down. They were older women who played together for years. It seemed unfair. The U.S. team hadn't played together before the tour. We did our best.

When the team wasn't practicing, the days were spent shopping at a Beriozka, or tourist shop, reserved than the Americans.

The tournament was won by the Russian team. "The Russians were really good," said Burke. "But it was almost a put-down. They were older women who played together for years. It seemed unfair. The U.S. team hadn't played together before the tour. We did our best.

When the team wasn't practicing, the days were spent shopping at a Beriozka, or tourist shop, reserved than the Americans.

"They didn't seem to know how to react," said Carroll.

Burke and Carroll both would recommend such a trip to every one, but neither would visit Russia again for a two-week trip.

"I'd settle for three or four days and stay in better hotels," said Carroll.

Burke agreed. "I'm glad I went. I learned a lot," said Burke.

"Every time my stomach growled I thought about home," said Carroll.

During the two weeks from July 14 to Aug. 1, the regional team was scheduled to play two tournaments. A change in schedule—"bad"—like the volleyball playing in one tournament, which consisted of four games played in three days.

"We didn't get to play as much volleyball as I would have liked," said Carroll.

The people were all the same," she said.

"I'm glad I went. I learned a lot," said Burke.

"They could spot Americans 'like that,'" said Carroll.

The scalpers wanted to trade Russian T-shirts for American goods to trade on the black market.

"I'm glad I went. I learned a lot," said Burke.

"They could spot Americans 'like that,'" said Carroll.

The scalpers wanted to trade Russian T-shirts for American goods to trade on the black market.
Cruising only a fond memory

Seattle police crack down on late-night cruising at Alki Beach

Scott Martinson  Staff Writer

Cruising is an activity which is no stranger to any generation since the 50's. Unfortunately it's become only a fond memory.

Loop. Nights when you could day night cruises at a dormant warehouse area but found no relief from police. Seattle police on late-night cruising at Aki Beach.

When you're not allowed to cruise or get a speeding ticket, you find interest elsewhere. What's worse: some excessive noise or speed on a desolate back road, or a group of kids experimenting with drugs, alcohol and sex because they see no other way to express themselves?

Every state has its share of cruising: it's unjustified to phase out such a basic red-blooded American social formation. Other states successfully cultivate its youth by organizing and controlling this activity.

Cruising has always created fond memories for its participants. As long as there are modified cars and proud owners, there will be an effort to cruise.

DAD Early Oscar favorite

Danny and Lemmon turn in emotional performances

Larry Snyder Jr.  Sports Editor

Not since the days of "On Golden Pond" has a movie tugged on the heartstrings quite like the new release from Universal Pictures. "Dad," starring Jack Lemmon, Olympia Dukakis and Ted DANSON, will rate high in the running for an Academy Award for its real-life portrayal of an elderly couple going through the natural aging process.

Review:

Danny, playing the out-of-town executive gets a call during a meeting and immediately flies to see his feisty mother (Dukakis) in her hospital bed. Jack Lemmon (Lemmon) is a 75-year-old retiree who is reviled by his loving care of his long-absent son Johnny (DANSON). Upon returning home, Mrs. Lemmon is confused by her husband's new-found zeal and excitement for life which fluctuates during her absence.

Just as life returns to normal, Jack has some medical problems of his own and ends up in the hospital diagnosed with a word that sends him into deep depression: cancer. Danny becomes frustrated with the doctor's bedside manner and physically removes his father from the hospital in an emotional scene.

Obvious cruising was a popular weekly entertainment, as cruisers overflowed two cruising circuits. Why is nothing done to enhance its positive effect on Washington youth?

The problem is the lawmakers. Many officers I've talked to eagerly tell of their street racing days, but I really can't see Booth Gardner or the city council members behind a street-rod's wheel. They probably cannot relate to the pride of owning a car you've transformed from junkyard thrashed to street-hip beauty.

When you're not allowed to cruise or bend a death law, you find interest elsewhere. What's worse: some excessive noise or speed on a desolate back road, or a group of kids experimenting with drugs, alcohol and sex because they see no other way to express themselves?

Every state has its share of cruising: it's unjustified to phase out such a basic red-blooded American social formation. Other states successfully cultivate its youth by organizing and controlling this activity.

Cruising has always created fond memories for its participants. As long as there are modified cars and proud owners, there will be an effort to cruise.

Fine Young Cannibals drive fans crazy

Bill Urewich  Staff Writer

Dancing on the floor of success from their chart topping album "The Raw and The Cooked," the Fine Young Cannibals played two sold-out shows in Seattle's Paramount theater. The FYC successfully mixed Motown, Rhythm & Blues and New Wave pop in their very short 40 minutes set.

Lead singer Roland Gift is by far the energy and heart of the FYC. Gift would sean the audience with his controlled vocals and then would burst out with emotion. His dance saved the audience; his smooth moves led them clapping and yelling for more.

On stage Gift was backed up by guitarist Andy Cox and bassist David Steele who looked very out of place next to the charismatic Gift. Nevertheless, the two kept the music tight as Gift could show off his aura.

The opening act for the Cannibals were six women known as Mint Juleps. Former opening act Natasha Cherry had to cancel her American tour with the Cannibals because of a bout with Lyme Disease. The Juleps held together as a bozzy and streetwise do-wop group. They were all vocalfs with no instruments to back them up.

Overall, by most accounts, the FYC concert was a success. Unfortunately, they were filming a documentary video and the whole front end of the stage was lined with cameras. Although the FYC were energetic and tight, it seemed they were playing for the cameras rather than the audience. This did not seem to bother the audience as people were standing on the seats and dancing in the aisles.
Not since the days of "On Golden Pond" has a movie tugged on the heartstrings quite like "Dad"

RaeJean Hasenohrl
STAFF WRITER

Anne Tyler, Pulitzer Prize winner and author of "The Accidental Tourist," has written another remarkable book. According to the New York Post, her latest book "Breathing Lessons" is an "occasion for laughter and tears." It's a novel with compassion, insight, and humor.

"Breathing Lessons" is an occasion for laughter and tears.

Breathing Lessons is a love story in praise of marriage, with compassion, for friends, family, and life. "Breathing Lessons" is Tyler's most entertaining novel yet, a love story in praise of marriage," according to the Library Journal. The bestseller is not just a novel that entertains; it is a novel that teaches.

Classified Ads
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Ski Instructor positions- Friday evenings and weekends. We provide training. Call 462-SNOW.

Janitorial worker, south Seattle, Tukwila, Kent. Afternoon and/or early evenings $6.00 per hour. Must have a car. Call 932-9155.


Do you enjoy helping people? FT, PT, business opportunity. If you need extra money to help with school or a retirement income, this is your solution. A small investment is helpful but not required. Call 24 hour recorded message 946-1185.
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We could bore you with all the great services we have at U.S. Bank. But we know all you want is money fast. That's why we have more than 2,000 cash machines in the state of Washington alone. It's also why we've put together an entire student package that includes stuff like a $200 line of credit* a checking account (with five checks already in it), 50 free checks, a savings account and of course, a card to get that cash. All this for a measly $2.50** So come to your nearest branch, before you starve to death.
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Is HCC soccer looking for a new coach?

Rumors continue about Carmel's resignation

Shannon Burke
STAFF WRITER

Don Carmel, the head coach of Highline Community College's men's soccer team, has resigned Monday, Oct. 30. Or has he? According to Don McConnaughey, HCC's athletic director, he has. According to Carmel, he hasn't.

McConnaughey said, "He (Carmel) resigned because he felt he made a real mistake and it was best for the team to resign."

The "mistake" McConnaughey referred to occurred at the soccer game held at Spokane Falls Community College Oct. 28. McConnaughey said that Carmel chose to remove the team from the playing field because of "poor officiating" and "because it would have been dangerous for the players to continue," according to Carmel.

Carmel said that the league had suspended him for two games. As far as his resignation as HCC's men's soccer coach, he said, "I have not officially resigned. I haven't submitted my letter of resignation, only by word of mouth."

"I pulled the team from the game because I thought it was too rough. It was a dirty game, and I felt the officials weren't going to do anything about it. We have one of the worst leagues because of the officiating. You can play a rough game and keep it safe. I was more concerned about the kids and their health than the game or my reputation. I've never done that before, and I probably won't ever again," he said.

Carmel made the decision to pull the team from the field when the officials gave Brad Kolbo a red card for improper conduct. The players left the field 26 minutes and 45 seconds into the second half, with the score 3-1 in favor of Spokane, creating an automatic forfeit. Carmel said, "Brad was kicking a penalty kick against Spokane and got penalized, and the officials gave him a red card." According to Carmel, the officials believed Kolbo had previously been warned with a yellow card. Though a yellow card had been given to a player, "the officials must have written down the wrong number," Carmel said. Thus, instead of giving Kolbo a yellow warning card, the officials threw a red card.

McConnaughey reported that the official sheet from the game stated Kolbo received two yellow cards, which equal a red card. This made Kolbo ineligible to play the rest of the game and the following league.
Blades' last-minute heroics give Hawks first home win of the season

Bill Urcuvich

STAFF WRITER

It is fortunate for the Seattle Seahawks that sloop counts in the National Football League. Despite the five sacks, which resulted in the loss of 42 yards, and two David Krieg interceptions, the Seahawks managed to pull out a 10-3 win against the 2-6 San Diego Chargers.

Sunday's game was a struggle for the Hawks' offense as the team racked up 339 total yards but only managed to put 10 points on the board. Seattle's offensive unit played super bowl ball between the 35-yard line but failed when it came to getting inside the 30. That forced place kicker Norm Johnson to try three attempts from 53, 49 and 52 yards; all were good. Johnson's only success came with just over two minutes left in the first quarter. He punched in a 27-yard field goal that put Seattle up 3-0.

The Chargers' rookie quarterback Billy Joe Toliver was pulled from the game in pursuit. The Seahawks went on to win the game for their first home win of the season.

HCC runners place high in recent meets

Beauna takes first at recent invitational

Oxanna Sharp

STAFF WRITER

Highline Community College cross country runners have continued their tradition of excellence in their last two meets. The Thunderbird Invitational took place on Oct. 21 at the team's home course, Fort Dent in Tukwilla. HCC runners took eight of the top 15 placements in a four- and a quarter-mile race. Carl Beunat first place with a time of 21 minutes, 15 seconds; Tim Vandermeulen followed with 21:40. In fourth place was Robby Truva with a time of 21:49. Finishing sixth was Terry Cushman, with a time of 22:11. Not far behind was Ken Taylor who finished 11th with a time of 22:15. Spike English finished in 12th with 22:18. Hot on his tail was Ben Sauvage in 13th with a time of 22:21. "They were all outstanding," said Coach Best Welch.

The Wanderer Invitational in Spokane held the Washington Community College Championship on Oct. 28. In addition to Highline, Spokane, Bellevue, Green River, Skagit Valley and Grays Harbor Community colleges, there were also three four-year colleges that competed at this meet. Although they competed, they did not count in the ratings. However, Welch feels that HCC runners did very well, even against the four-year colleges. "Overall, I thought they all ran very well," Carl Beunat, Robby Truva, Bill Goodwin, and Spike English all ran really well. I was pretty pleased," Welch said.

Seattle is ranked number one in the top 35 slots in a five-mile race which included the four-year colleges. Some made as much as two minute improvements over their times last year on the same course. Highline runners took eight of the top 17 places, including first and second among the community college participants. "As a team they are running very well. Our best meet was this last one," Welch said.

The runners are currently preparing for the Conference Championship that is to take place on Nov. 11 at Lower Woodland Field. According to Welch, "Clarkmax is still looking tough. But we have to go in with the attitude that they are really tough, but so are we.

Can NFL halt the Kingdome "wave"?

Larry Snyder Jr.

SPORTS EDITOR

When Rob Weller created the "wave" in Husky Stadium 10 years ago, in his wildest dreams he never thought that any league would ever attempt to ban fan support. Last winter at the annual meeting of National Football League owners in New Orleans, the idea of ruling an audience too noisy with penalties against the home team was thrown on the table for discussion. The thought pattern was if the home team was handed a five-yard penalty or lost one of its timeouts, the home fans would pipe down. The new rule was adopted for the 1989 season and is now beginning to haunt us.

For the Seahawks this is the only win at home. They are now even at 4-4 in the AFC West, tied with the division rival, the Los Angeles Raiders. Seattle travels to Kansas City Sunday to visit the Chiefs in Arrowhead Stadium where they haven't won a game since 1986.
Death and dying

This experience allows the brain to realize that the person is deceased, and the period of grief and denial is often shortened.

Baugher, a certified death educator through the Association for Death Education and Counseling, explains that in coping with a death, "the first line of support is with friends and relatives around you. Should the immediate support system not provide the support needed, professional counseling may be necessary." Baugher also points that when because no support begins, the individual in a denial mentality should be helped.

Buckle up or die

Keep your summer tan from fading at Heaveny Tan, brand new bulbs. 16.99/mo, wifi system. 878-0814

Hurting...After an abortion?

Medical, local, emotional help. 1-800-634-2224

Faculty members get arrested on Halloween

On Oct. 31, 11 members of Highline Community College's faculty were jailed. Other faculty members and students helped bail all of them out. The money collected, a total of $2,080, went to the HCC bookstore's food drive.
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Keep your summer tan from fading... at Heaveny Tan, brand new bulbs. 22815 Pum, Hwy S, Suite #11 East North of Kent/Den Moines Rte Across from Yako Bell

KEEP YOUR SUMMER TAN FROM FADING... at HEAVENLY TAN, BRAND NEW BULBS 22815 Pacific Way, Suite #11 East North of Kent/Des Moines Across from Yako Bell

Buckle up or die

KEEP YOUR SUMMER TAN FROM FADING... at HEAVENLY TAN, BRAND NEW BULBS 22815 Pacific Way, Suite #11 East North of Kent/Des Moines Across from Yako Bell
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